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ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF ASYMMETRIC SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL NOZZLE DESIGN
Brittany A. Davis
Old Dominion University, 2022
Director: Dr. Colin P. Britcher
Achieving higher Mach numbers for private and commercial flight is a growing interest
in the aerospace community. To qualify vehicles prior to flight, tests must be run in wind
tunnels. Asymmetric wind tunnel nozzles are of continuing interest to the aerospace community
due to their ability to change throat geometry, allowing for a range of Mach numbers to be
achieved that encompasses all of the supersonic regime. The sliding block wind tunnel at Old
Dominion University (ODU) is designed for a range of Mach numbers from about 1.8 to 3.5 but
is limited to an upper limit of 2.8 by available supply pressure. This project explores whether
improved nozzle designs might be possible, using computational fluid dynamic capabilities, not
available at the time the original designs were developed.
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NOMENCLATURE
𝑚

a

Local Speed of Sound,

A

Area, 𝑚2
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Velocity of the surrounding medium at the exit,
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Negative Characteristic Curve
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M

Mach number
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Mass Flow Rate,
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Re

Reynolds number

s

Entropy, 𝑘𝑔 𝐾

T

Temperature, K
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Velocity at the exit,

θ

Flow angle, degrees

μ

Mach angle, degrees
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Prandtl-Meyer function

ρ

Density, 𝑚3

𝜑

Velocity Gradient

𝑠

𝑘𝐽

𝑘𝑔
𝑠
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𝑚
𝑠

𝑘𝑔

MOC Method of Characteristics
SST
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𝑠
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I.

INTRODUCTION
I.1 GAS DYNAMICS
Wind tunnels are a resource that aerospace researchers utilize to determine how a vehicle

will withstand traveling at high velocity through the atmosphere. During flight, an aircraft will
experience a series of forces: lift, drag, thrust, and gravity. The wings of the aircraft must be
designed to generate lift to overcome the force of gravity while minimizing the amount of drag,
so that the plane can propel forward and upward. Wings, ailerons, and other essential fuselage
components are tested within wind tunnels to ensure that they can both perform satisfactorily
during flight and allow the aircraft to achieve the proper speed. Conditions for flight often
require high speeds inside the wind tunnel, which can present resource challenges. A common
solution to this obstacle is to change the fluid properties, such as velocity and density.
The wind tunnel must maintain a speed and atmosphere that will result in a wind tunnel
Mach number identical to the Mach number of the desired operating conditions. Reynold’s
number (Re) is a variable that represents the ratio of inertial to viscous forces. It is dependent on
the velocity of the flow, the characteristic dimension, and the density and viscosity of the fluid
inside the wind tunnel surrounding the model. One way of increasing Re is by accelerating the
flow with a converging-diverging nozzle and compressed air stored at high pressure. The value
of Re allows wind tunnel technicians to predict flow patterns. For example, a larger value of Re
indicates a more turbulent flow. By carefully extrapolating Re to flight values, an atmosphere
similar to the flight conditions can be produced.
To accelerate the flow in a converging-diverging nozzle, air enters the inlet and is then
rapidly accelerated to achieve a Mach number of 1, which occurs at the smallest area in the wind
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tunnel, the nozzle throat. Once the flow has passed through this narrow section, it accelerates
with the continued expansion of the wind tunnel nozzle geometry (Figure 1).

M=1

M>1

M<1

Figure 1: A converging-diverging nozzle. The blue arrow indicates the direction of the flow [1]

If the flow achieves a velocity that is more than the local speed of sound, then it is said to
be supersonic ( 𝑀 > 1 ). If the velocity is so high that it surpasses a Mach number of 5 it is said
to be hypersonic.
Mach number at the exit of the converging-diverging nozzle is the ratio between the
velocity at the exit of the nozzle and the local speed of sound.
𝑀=

𝑉𝐸
𝑐𝐸

(1)
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As the flow enters the divergent section, the condition at the throat and the geometry
determines the acceleration or deceleration of the flow. A nozzle that does not achieve the
choked condition at the throat will have subsonic flow ( 𝑀 < 1 ) that decelerates in the
diverging section as the area increases. However, a nozzle that does achieve choked conditions
can still decelerate as the flow enters the diffuser via a normal shock, with subsonic flow
downstream, or it can accelerate to supersonic conditions.
Whether the flow will achieve subsonic or supersonic conditions is determined by the
energy, entropy, and continuity equations [1].
𝑑ℎ + 𝑉𝐸 𝑑𝑉𝐸 = 0
𝑇 𝑑𝑠 = 𝑑ℎ −

𝑑𝑃
𝜌

(2)

=0

(3)

𝜌 𝐴 𝑉𝐸 = 𝑚̇ = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑑𝜌
𝜌

𝑑𝐴

+

+

𝐴

𝑑𝑉𝐸
𝑉𝐸

(4a)

=0

(4b)

By combining Equations (2) and (3) and substituting into Equation (4b), we can reduce
into one equation that describes the relationship between area and Mach number.
𝑑ℎ =

𝑑𝑃

= −𝑉𝐸 𝑑𝑉𝐸

𝜌

(5a)

−1

𝑑𝑉𝐸 = 𝜌𝑉 𝑑𝑃

(5b)

𝐸

𝑑𝐴
𝐴

=(−

=−

𝑑𝑃
𝜌

(

𝑑𝜌
𝜌

𝑑𝜌
𝑑𝑃

−

𝑑𝑉𝐸
𝑉𝐸

−𝑉

1

𝐸

2

)=(−

)=

𝑑𝑃
𝜌

𝑑𝜌 𝑑𝑃
𝜌 𝑑𝑃

(−

+

1
(

𝑑𝑃
)
𝑑𝜌

1
𝜌𝑉𝐸 2

+𝑉

1

𝐸

2

𝑑𝑃)

)

(5c)

(5d)
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If the flow is isentropic:
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝜌

= 𝑐𝐸 2 =

𝑉𝐸 2
𝑀2

(6)

Therefore,
𝑑𝐴
𝐴

=

𝑑𝑃
𝜌𝑉𝐸 2

(1 − 𝑀2 )

For 𝑑𝑃 < 0 ∶

(7)

(8)

𝐼𝑓 𝑀 < 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝐴 < 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐼𝑓 𝑀 > 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝐴 > 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔

For 𝑑𝑃 > 0 ∶

(9)

𝐼𝑓 𝑀 < 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝐴 > 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐼𝑓 𝑀 > 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝐴 < 0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔
The shape of the diverging section of the nozzle geometry is formulated so that Mach
waves created from convex portions of the walls are cancelled by the concave portions, leaving
the exit flow wave-free. The precise shaping needed for this process is traditionally found using
the Method of Characteristics (MOC). MOC is a technique for solving partial differential
equations (PDE). It transforms PDEs into a set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) which in
turn may be transformed to a set of difference equations through numerical interpolation and
integration [2].
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I.2 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
In aerodynamics, the MOC attempts to model isentropic flow with a network of idealized
weak compression and expansion waves. MOC uses two known continuous flow properties with
indeterminate derivatives to generate a third flow property that will satisfy the flow conditions
for the desired Mach number [3]. Characteristic lines, or intersection lines, from the first two
points create Mach waves that determine the unknown third point in the flow.
The MOC starts with assumptions that the flow is 2D, adiabatic and irrotational. It then
reduces partial differential equations (PDE) into ordinary differential equations (ODE), which
further reduce into difference equations. MOC begins with the velocity potential equation. Note
that Ф is the velocity potential and a is the speed of sound. The velocity potential equation is
then reduced to 2D, as can be seen in Equation 11. The components of the velocity potential are
equivalent to the components of the velocity vector, 𝐕 = 𝑢𝐢 + 𝑣𝑗, allowing for further reduction.
The derivatives of the velocity potential components are found from the knowledge that each
potential component is a function of x and y or Ф𝑥 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦).
Ф2𝑦

Ф2

Ф2

(1 − 𝑎2𝑥 ) Ф𝑥𝑥 + (1 − 𝑎2 ) Ф𝑦𝑦 + (1 − 𝑎2𝑧 ) Ф𝑧𝑧
−

2Ф𝑥 Ф𝑦
𝑎2

Ф𝑥𝑦 −

2Ф𝑥 Ф𝑧
𝑎2

Ф𝑥𝑧 −

2Ф𝑦 Ф𝑧
𝑎2

Ф2𝑦

Ф2

(1 − 𝑎2𝑥 ) Ф𝑥𝑥 + (1 − 𝑎2 ) Ф𝑦𝑦 −
𝑢2

𝑣2

(1 − 𝑎2 ) Ф𝑥𝑥 + (1 − 𝑎2 ) Ф𝑦𝑦 −
𝑑Ф

𝑑Ф

Ф𝑦𝑧 = 0

2Ф𝑥 Ф𝑦
𝑎2

2𝑢𝑣
𝑎2

Ф𝑥𝑦 = 0

Ф𝑥𝑦 = 0

𝑑𝑢 = 𝑑Ф𝑥 = ( 𝑑𝑥𝑥 ) 𝑑𝑥 + ( 𝑑𝑦𝑥 ) 𝑑𝑦 = Ф𝑥𝑥 𝑑𝑥 + Ф𝑥𝑦 𝑑𝑦

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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𝑑Ф𝑦

𝑑Ф𝑦

𝑑𝑣 = 𝑑Ф𝑦 = ( 𝑑𝑥 ) 𝑑𝑥 + ( 𝑑𝑦 ) 𝑑𝑦 = Ф𝑥𝑦 𝑑𝑥 + Ф𝑦𝑦 𝑑𝑦

(14)

The variable Ф𝑥𝑦 must be found using Cramer’s rule using Equations 12, 13, and 14. It is
of particular importance because if Ф𝑥𝑦 is indeterminate, then there exists a characteristic line at
that point. Consider point A in Figure 2. The derivative of Ф𝑥𝑦 has a specific value at A. If dx and
dy are both zero, it will result in an indeterminate value for Ф𝑥𝑦 . Directions in the flow field
where derivatives are indeterminate are called characteristic lines. Therefore, if Ф𝑥𝑦 = 0, there
exists a characteristic line. With the aid of Equation 15, Equation 12 can now be solved to
calculate the equations of characteristic lines.

Figure 2: The relationship between streamlines, physical space, and the Velocity vector [3]
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𝑢2

𝑑𝑥

Ф𝑥𝑦 = 𝑑𝑦 =

𝑣2

1− 2
𝑎
𝑑𝑥
| 0

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑣

1− 2
𝑎
0
𝑑𝑦 |

𝑢2
1− 2
𝑎

2𝑢𝑣
𝑎2

𝑣2
1− 2
𝑎

𝑑𝑥
0

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑥

0
𝑑𝑦

|

0

𝑑𝑦 2

𝑢2

𝑣2

|

𝑁

=𝐷

𝑑𝑦

(1 − 𝑎2 ) (𝑑𝑥 ) + (1 − 𝑎2 ) (𝑑𝑥 ) −
2𝑢𝑣 2

2𝑢𝑣

𝑑𝑦

( )

𝑑𝑥 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

=

=0

𝑢𝑣

=

(𝑑𝑥 )

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

−

𝑢2 +𝑣2

− 2 ±( 2 −1) 0.5
𝑎
𝑎
𝑢2

[1− 2 ]
𝑎

=

=

− 2 ±(𝑀2 −1) 0.5
𝑎
𝑢2

[1− 2 ]
𝑎

𝑉2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝑉2
±√( 2
−1)
𝑎2
𝑎 (cos2 𝜃+ sin2 𝜃)
2
𝑉
[1− 2 cos2 𝜃]
𝑎

1

𝑎2

μ = sin−1 (𝑀) = sin−1(𝑉 2 )
−

(𝑑𝑥 )

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

=

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
𝑉2
±√( 2
)−1)
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 μ
𝑎 (cos2 𝜃+ sin2 𝜃)
cos2 𝜃
[1− 2 ]
sin μ

𝑑𝑦

(𝑑𝑥 )

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

𝑑𝑦

(𝑑𝑥 )

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

1

(17)

(18)

𝑢𝑣

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑦

(16)

𝑣2

𝑢2

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟

𝑎2

2[1− 2 ]
𝑎

(𝑑𝑥 )

(𝑑𝑥 )

2𝑢𝑣

− 2 ±(( 2 ) −4[1− 2 ][1− 2 ] )0.5
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑦

𝑢2

(15)

=

−

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
± 1/ tan μ
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 μ
cos2 𝜃
[1− 2 ]
sin μ

= tan (𝜃 + 𝜇)1

The equation that defines the characteristic curves in xy space [3].

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)
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Equation 24 calculates the slope of the positive characteristic curve in xy space. The
variable θ is the angle between the streamline and the x-axis and the variable μ is the Mach
angle. The negative characteristic curve is found by subtracting μ from θ. A picture relating the
velocity vector and θ and μ is given in Figure 3a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Illustration of Left- and Right-running Characteristic Lines [3] (b): The Relation between
Theta and Wall Points [3]

For supersonic and hypersonic flows, the Mach angle μ is the angle between the speed of
the sound wave at a location on the wall downstream of the nozzle throat and the mean speed of
the relative flow [4]. As the flow exits the nozzle throat, expansion waves are formed as the flow
expands to fill the space of the divergent nozzle area. The expansion waves accelerate towards

9
the curved wall geometry, which causes the local density of the gas to vary. The expansion
waves are then compressed to allow the flow to pass through the same angle when the wave
reflects off the nozzle wall.
The resultant of the compression of the expansion waves are the sound waves seen in the
Mach angle equation. They are the result of small disturbances in the flow, i.e., density, as the
mean flow accelerates towards the speed of sound in the divergent section of the nozzle.
The wall geometry is the sum of the characteristic points along the upper and lower wind
tunnel wall that together expand a flow to the desired supersonic conditions with uniformity.
When both θ and μ are known, the amount of deflection of the wall geometry can be
found using the slopes along the positive and negative characteristic curves, 𝐶+ and 𝐶− . The
subscript i is the ith location along the wall.
𝑑𝑦

(𝑑𝑥 )

𝐼,𝑖

= 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜃 − 𝜇)

𝑑𝑦

(𝑑𝑥 )

𝐼𝐼,𝑖

= 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜃 + 𝜇)

(25)

(26)

The slope for a type I characteristic curve (type I is 𝐶+ ) is positive with respect to the
flow. The slope for a type II characteristic curve (type II is 𝐶− ) is negative with respect to the
flow. The average angle between two points can then be used to find the x and y locations.
Assuming the first y location is on the centerline, the equation of a line can then be used to find
the next point along the wall.
tan−1 (

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑖 =

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑦
) + tan−1 ( )
𝑑𝑥 𝐼,𝑖
𝑑𝑥 𝐼𝐼,𝑖

2

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖 = tan−1 (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑖 )

(27)
(28)
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𝑦1 = 0

(29a)

𝑥1 = −1/𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒1

(29b)

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖−1 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖−1 )

(29c)

If θ and μ near the wall are not known, a series of compatibility equations can be used to
calculate a grid of x and y points in the nozzle space starting from the corresponding wall
location at the nozzle throat. (a or b in Figure 4, since the nozzle is symmetric along the
centerline) The compatibility equations relate velocity magnitude and direction along
characteristic lines by describing the variation of flow properties. They can be used to find the
point of intersection, A in Figure 3a, along the characteristic lines.

Figure 4: Approximation of Characteristics by Straight Lines. The Characteristics Are Related by their
Flow Properties [3]
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Figure 5: Schematic of Supersonic Nozzle Design by the Method of Characteristics. [3] Characteristic Lines near a
Boundary Are Treated as Straight Lines

In Equations 30a and 30b, K is the Riemann invariant for a calorically perfect gas. It is a
unique constant associated with each characteristic line. By knowing the value of K and one of
the flow properties, the missing property can be found.
𝐾− = 𝜃 + 𝜈(𝑀)

(𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝐶− 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐)

(30a)

𝐾+ = 𝜃 − 𝜈(𝑀)

(𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝐶+ 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐)

(30b)

(𝐾− )1 = 𝜃1 + 𝜈1
(𝐾+ )2 = 𝜃2 − 𝜈2

(𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝐶− )
(𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝐶+ )

(31a)
(31b)

(𝐾− )3 = 𝜃3 + 𝜈3 = (𝐾− )1

(31c)

(𝐾+ )3 = 𝜃3 − 𝜈3 = (𝐾+ )2

(31d)
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1

𝜃3 = 2 [(𝐾− )1 + (𝐾+ )2 ]
1

𝜈3 = 2 [(𝐾− )1 − (𝐾+ )2 ]

(31e)

(31f)

Thus, by knowing 𝜃3 and 𝜈3 , we can find the third point; the point of intersection in Figure 2a, A,
for the two characteristic lines. Subsequent Prandtl-Meyer functions can be found with Equation
32.
𝜈𝑖 = 𝜈𝑖−1 + 𝜃𝑖−1 −𝜃𝑖

(32)

With repeated application of the compatibility equations, the flow field in its entirety can
be found (refer to Figure 4). Once the flow field is known, the ideal nozzle geometry in a wind
tunnel can be calculated. However, the MOC is inherently approximate, as the number of
characteristics is finite.
I.3 WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
There are several options for wind tunnel nozzles: axisymmetric, interchangeable blocks,
adjustable floor/ceiling and sliding block. Each will be briefly described below.
The axisymmetric nozzle utilizes a single contour for both walls in an effort to eliminate
expansion waves within the nozzle and convert the flow into a steady, uniform stream once it
reaches the test section [4]. Variable geometry is not practical. However, axisymmetric nozzles
are superior for high Mach numbers due to the reduced amount of distortion in the cross-section
flow.
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(a) Side View

(b) End View
Figure 6: A 2D Axisymmetric Nozzle Wind Tunnel Diagram: (a) Side and (b) End Views

The interchangeable block nozzle requires the throat area of the wind tunnel to be
adjusted by removing one block and replacing it with another. The geometry could be
axisymmetric, 2D, or some other cross section.
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Figure 7: A 2D Interchangeable Block Nozzle Wind Tunnel Diagram

The adjustable floor/ceiling nozzle is inherently 2D and requires moving the ceiling and
floor to resize the wind tunnel to achieve the desired cross-sectional area. Geometry is changed
by bending the wall with electric or hydraulic jacks [6].
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Figure 8: A 2D Adjustable Floor/ceiling Nozzle Wind Tunnel Diagram

Figure 9: Air Force Research Laboratory VKF Adjustable Floor/ceiling Wind Tunnel [5]
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The sliding block nozzle utilizes ‘nozzle blocks’ to adjust the effective geometry of the
nozzle. One of the blocks is displaced as a whole about a point near the throat. The sliding of the
lower block in a direction parallel to the theoretical test section axis controls the Mach number in
the settling chamber [6].
The ODU supersonic tunnel (SST) has an asymmetric sliding block nozzle. The lower
block, or wall, moves left and right to allow for different nozzle geometries. When the nozzle
moves to the left, the area at the nozzle throat increases, leading to a lower nominal Mach
number in the test section.

Figure 10: A 2D Sliding Block Nozzle Wind Tunnel Diagram
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Figure 11: The Langley Unitary Sliding Block Wind Tunnel Facility at NASA Langley

I.4 PROBLEM
The asymmetric wind tunnel at Old Dominion University has poor flow uniformity in the
test section, which is where the nominal Mach number is measured. Nonuniform Mach number
is the result of unresolved compression waves upstream in the divergent section of the wind
tunnel nozzle. Since the inception of the ODU SST, there have been improvements on
asymmetric nozzle design which have led to a better flow quality.
I.5 PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to analyze the flow within the ODU asymmetric nozzle wind
tunnel and suggest a method for improving the flow uniformity using the MOC and
computational software not available at the time of the creation of the ODU SST. The deviation
in nominal Mach number between historical and modern data sets will be assessed in order to
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establish a baseline for improvement of the Mach number uniformity in the test section. A
combination of MATLAB scripts will then be used to refine a sample geometry in order to prove
that it is possible to improve the uniformity.
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II.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
II.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
The studies at the University of Michigan by [6] greatly influenced the design and build

of the ODU SST. Before their work Webb and Kenney [7] discussed designing flexible nozzles
using MOC, and the advantage of using MOC as compared to alternate methods but made no
mention of the flow uniformity or a comparison of the theoretical Mach values with the actual
Mach values. Webb and Kenney did, however, make several boundary layer corrections by
adjustment of the jacks. The amount of adjustment was determined by the contour thickness at
the specific contour point, and that thickness was found using Tucker’s calculations for boundary
layer thickness [8].
Tucker simplified the calculations for boundary layer thickness by making assumptions
for the mean velocity profiles and local skin coefficients near the wall in the Kà rmà n Momentum
Equation2 [8]. The result of Tucker’s work was a tabulated boundary layer thickness for a range
of Mach numbers from 0.100 to 10.
Amick et al. [6] used Webb and Kenney’s [7] findings to construct an ideal nozzle, and
then compared their analytical results to previous empirical data. Next, they built a wind tunnel
based on the analytic solutions and then examined the tunnel for flow uniformity and Reynold’s
number effects. Amick et al. found that the analytic contours did not produce the exact desired
results and used experimentation to create recommended nozzle and contour values for better
flow uniformity. They also suggested that further improvements could be made.

2

More commonly known as the Momentum-Integral Equation
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Liepman [4] proposed a design procedure for asymmetric nozzles that uses an iterative
process to find acceptable nozzle profiles that support a range of Mach numbers and flow
uniformities based on his observations of the testing at the University of Michigan. Previous to
his work, graphical characteristic designs had been the basis to draft the design of new nozzles,
but they were not precise enough for high quality uniform flow in the test section. Liepman’s
calculations determine the nozzle contour for any value along the stream function and flow
characteristics. However, his calculations were for ‘perfect fluid theory’ and did not account for
boundary layer thickness. Based on previous empirical results, he concluded that ‘opening up’
the contour walls by the amount of the displacement thickness was sufficient to correct for
realistic flows. A popular philosophy at the time of this report, as stated by Liepman, was that
nozzle designs below a Mach number of 3 did not need boundary layer corrections. Members of
the aerospace community at that time had found that for a variety of low Mach number nozzles
the exclusion of corrections for viscous effects did not have a noticeable effect. Therefore,
boundary layer corrections for lower Mach numbers were deemed unnecessary.
However, Liepman [4] does warn that no systematic method of experimenting has been
made to validate that philosophy nor did it account for strong Reynold’s number effects of the
stagnation state or Mach number gradients along the walls of the nozzle. Using the empirical
data from Murphy and Buning [9], Liepman calculated boundary layer displacement thickness
and displacement thickness slopes.
“The problem with Liepman’s method is first, that it is tedious, and second, that there is
no guarantee that the designer’s chosen initial parameters will result in a nozzle capable of
operating of a desired range of Mach numbers and flow uniformity” [10].
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After Liepman [4] came Winarto and Stalker [10]. They developed a procedure for
selecting nozzle profiles for a specified nozzle criteria in a ‘sliding block’ asymmetric wind
tunnel by examining the minimum parameters required for designing the asymmetric nozzle and
then satisfying them in shape, angular, and length parameters. For their calculations they, like
Leipman, assumed the flow to be inviscid and used the Method of Characteristics. After
completion of the design, they examined the dependence of the nozzle on the shape, angular, and
length parameters. Winarto and Stalker found that the relationship between the length and
angular parameters and the nozzle performance was complex and difficult to express without
graphs. They also found that when the shape parameter is defined, the flow non-uniformity must
vary with a specific length and angular parameter as well as Mach number (Graph 1). As a result
of their research, they concluded that it is possible to select correct nozzle profiles by selecting
the appropriate values of nozzle parameters on the graphs that they created from empirical
results. For example, knowing the sliding distance and desired Mach number they could find the
appropriate turn angle.
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Graph 1: A graph describing the relationship between Mach number, turning angle, and sliding distance. [10]

Not long after Liepman [4] published his findings, Burbank and Byrne [11] developed a
method for designing asymmetric, fixed-geometry, variable Mach number nozzles using the
MOC [11]. From their results they constructed a small nozzle that would be able to produce a
range of Mach number 1.27 to 2.75. Their nozzle lower wall (contour, block) slid parallel to the
test section center a length of 2.17 test section heights to achieve their Mach number range. Their
results yielded a flow uniformity of ± 0. 2° . In a later design they discovered that for Mach
number 2.7 – Mach number 5.0, the Method of Characteristics must be applied backwards, and
the lower contour wall geometry must be found from that analysis. They then recalculated their
lower Mach number results using the Method of Characteristics backwards and adjusted points
along the lower walls until the two contours (the lower wall for MOC forwards vs MOC
backwards) agreed.
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A few years later, Syvertson and Savin [12] developed two theoretical procedures for
designing asymmetric supersonic nozzles with the criterion that the exit flow be nearly uniform
over a range of Mach numbers. The first procedure was found to be applicable at Mach numbers
less than 3. The second at Mach numbers above 3. The first method does not use iteration and
uses both an inclined and curved sonic line in the nozzle. The second method requires iteration
and does not require an inclined and curved sonic line. Both used the MOC to find the flow field
downstream of the sonic line. Syvertson and Savin constructed a 2″ x 2″ nozzle based on the first
procedure results. Their results indicated that for a Mach number range of 1.5 to 2.6 there was a
maximum deviation in the static pressure coefficient of ± 0.006.
Both Burbank and Byrne [11] and Syvertson and Savin [12] used Liepman’s [4] method
as a starting point but made improvements for better flow uniformity after initial
experimentation. It is worth noting that there has been a successful application of the design by
Amick et al. [6] from which Liepman developed his method: the NASA Langley Unitary Plan
Wind Tunnel [13]. The Langley Unitary tunnel was one of five wind tunnels that were
commissioned post World War II as the need for a testing facility that could develop advanced
aircraft and missiles became apparent.
The Langley Unitary tunnel is a closed-circuit pressure tunnel with two 4-ft by 4-ft by 7ft wind tunnels. It has two test sections which can cover a Mach number range of 1.47 to 4.63.
The researchers at NASA Langley found that Mach number variation in the test section for
smaller models was ± 0.01, and the variation from the nominal for larger Mach numbers and
longer models with angle of attack could be as high as ± 0.04. They also noted that for two
Mach number ranges, 2.16 < M < 2.36 and 3.75 < M < 3.83, stable test conditions could not be
assured. See Figure 10 for a scaled model of the Langley Unitary tunnel test section leg.
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II.2 LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING DESIGNS
The major drawback associated with the studies from the 1950s – 1970s is that they did not
have the advantage of computer aided analysis to verify and improve upon their designs (i.e.,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)). As Winarto and Stalker [10] noted, Liepman’s [4]
method isn’t very accurate. The discrepancy between the analytic and experimental results is the
basis for this study of the ODU SST. The experimental results will be compared to computer
generated results for the Mach number and flow uniformity.
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III.

METHODOLOGY
III.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE ODU SST
The ODU SST is a 4’’ x 4.5’’ sliding block type supersonic wind tunnel. The nozzle

contours were developed from the findings of Amick et al. [6]. It is designed for a maximum
storage pressure of 200 psi. ODU uses a maximum storage pressure of 100 psi, which limits the
maximum achievable Mach number.

Figure 12: The Upper and Lower Walls of the ODU SST. The Lower Wall Moves Left to Reach Lower Mach
Numbers. The Flow Is from Right to Left
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III.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
The first step in the design process for this study was to enter the data points provided by
Amick et al [6] into Autodesk AutoCAD (Figure 12). The points were then joined using line
segments, which were later converted into one polyline. From there the 2D wireframe was
converted into a 3D surface (where z = 0) and exported into Ansys Fluent.

Figure 13: The 2D CAD Model of the ODU Wind Tunnel Based on the Data Points in WADC TR 55-88 [6]. The
Lower Wall Will Slide Right to Left to Achieve a Range of Mach Numbers

III.3 CFD TOOLS
Fluent is a well-proven CFD software tool. Workbench, the preprocessor of Fluent,
contains the packages SpaceClaim and Meshing. Once the CAD model was imported, it was
taken into SpaceClaim. The model was then split into three faces: left of the test section, the test
section, right of the test section. From there the model was transferred to Meshing to begin the
modeling process.
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Figure 14: Front View of the 2D ODU SST in SpaceClaim. The Flow Is from Right to Left to Match the Physical
Tunnel

Figure 15: Front View of the 2D ODU SST in Meshing. A Quadrilateral Mesh with an Element Size of 2e-4 Was
Applied, for a Total of 65,000 Element.

To ensure mesh quality, or how well the grid maps to the geometry, several factors must
be met:
1. The average Element Quality should be above 0.775.
2. The average Aspect Ratio should be close to 1. 3

3

For inviscid flow
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3. The average Skewness should be very small.
4. The Orthogonal Quality must be close to 1.
Meshes are composed of cell elements that try to capture the shape of the model [14].
The average Element Quality evaluates the quality of the elements and identifies poor quality
elements based upon a set of general geometric criteria [15].
The average Aspect Ratio represents how stretched or deformed a cell is. Extreme aspect
ratio meshes can yield accurate results for highly anisotropic results [14]. For fully turbulent
flows, the aspect ratio outside the boundary layer should not exceed 5:1, and inside the boundary
layer should not exceed 10:1.
Cell Centroid

Face Centroid

Aspect Ratio = A/B
Figure 16: Aspect Ratio Diagram [14].
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The average skewness is the difference between the shape of a mesh cell and the shape of
an equilateral cell of equivalent volume. Highly skewed cells can decrease accuracy and
destabilize the solution.

Equilateral Triangle

Equiangular Quad
Triangle

Highly Skewed
Triangle

Highly Skewed
Quad

Figure 17: Skewed Mesh Structures for Triangular and Quadrilateral Elements [14].
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Value of Skewness

Cell Quality

1

Degenerate

0.9 - < 1

Bad (Sliver)

0.75 – 0.9

Poor

0.5 - .75

Fair

0.25 – 0.5

Good

>0 – 0.25

Excellent

0

Equilateral

Table 1: Skewness and Cell Quality Table [14].

The Orthogonal Quality is a value calculated from vector mechanics [16]. The value of
the Orthogonal Quality for a cell is the minimum of the following two equations.
𝐴𝑖 𝑓𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 |
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 ||𝑓
|𝐴

(33)

𝐴𝑖 𝑐𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 |
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 ||𝑐
|𝐴

(34)

where 𝐴𝑖 is the face normal vector, 𝑓𝑖 is the vector from the centroid of the cell to the centroid of
that face, and 𝑐𝑖 is the vector from the cell centroid to the centroid of the adjacent cells. (Figure
18) At boundaries and internal walls, calculations of 𝑐𝑖 are ignored. The orthogonal quality on
the face of a cell is computed similarly, where 𝑒𝑖 is the vector from the centroid of the face to the
centroid of the edge. An Orthogonal Quality of 1 is perfect.
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𝐴𝑖 𝑒𝑖
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 |
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖 ||𝑒
|𝐴

(35)

On Face

On Cell
A1

A1

c1

c2
f1
e1
f2
f3

A2

e2
e3

A2

c3
A3
A3

Figure 18: Free Body Diagrams of the Vectors in the Orthogonal Quality Calculations [16].

The last step inside of Ansys Meshing was to create boundary lines for the inlet and
outlet, and a boundary face for the test section. The meshed geometry was then exported to the
Fluent Set Up and Solution packages. An Inviscid model was produced for each axial position of
the lower wall to compare to historical flow values. More on settings and configurations in
Ansys can be found in Appendix C.
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III.4 DATA CORRELATION
There were three sets of data for comparison: the historical data, the manufacturing data,
and the CFD analytical data. The first step was to determine the deviation in Mach number
between the data sets, and then the flow uniformity deviation in the actual tunnel.
The historical data was provided by Amick et al. [6]. Tabulated values for nozzle points
are given to construct an asymmetric, sliding block type nozzle that is operable from range 1.3 –
4.0. The manufacturing data are the graphical data provided by Aerolab, the manufacturers of the
wind tunnel, on its operational Mach number range. The CFD analytical data are the result from
running tunnel CAD models through Ansys. The axial distance is the axial distance that the
lower wall slides in the direction of decreasing Mach number.
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Graph 2: Data Collection4

As can be seen in Graph 2, both the Ansys and Amick et al.’s [6] data sets decrease steadily
in Mach number with increasing axial distance, with Amick et al. producing the highest Mach
number values. The higher Mach yield for Amick et al. is likely due to their use of ‘perfect fluid
theory.’ Tangentially, the Aerolab data produce the lowest Mach numbers and starts to plateau at
a Mach number near 2.1. The low Mach numbers are likely due to the conditions of fully viscous
flow influencing the readings. The Ansys and Amick et al. results used inviscid flow. The effect
of viscosity could also be why the slope of the Aerolab data changes as Mach number decreases.

Note: Since the ODU SST is only capable of achieving a Mach number range of 1.8 – 2.8, the data were clipped to
match that range.
4
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IV.

RESULTS
IV.1 MACH NUMBER UNIFORMITY
As shown in the literature review, there was an issue with flow uniformity both before

and after calibration of all sliding block type tunnels. Amick et al. [6] reported the following
deviations listed in Table 1 and Burbank and Byrne’s [11] results are listed in Table 2.

Mach
1.27
1.34
1.45
1.51
1.63
1.93
2.51
3.21
3.84

Minimum Deviation
-0.01
-0.008
-0.004
-0.006
-0.006
-0.004
-0.006
0
-0.006

Maximum Deviation
0.008
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.002
0.008
0

Table 2: Flow Uniformity Data from Amick et al. [6]

Mach
1.25
1.6
1.71
1.9
2.2
2.63
2.8

Minimum Deviation
-0.02
-0.015
-0.015
-0.01
-0.02
-0.01
-0.017

Maximum Deviation
0.02
0.015
0.015
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.017

Table 3: Flow Uniformity Data from Burbank and Byrne [11]
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As previously discussed, the design of Amick et al. [6] is the basis for which the ODU
SST tunnel was constructed. Amick et al. used a 4″ x 4″ model of the nozzle to evaluate the
theoretical contours and make experimental corrections. The flow was measured with a pitot
rake, flow inclinometer, and static orifices. They found a difference of 1.6% - 3.8% in the Mach
number range of 1.5 to 3.2. The measurements were conducted in a test rhombus 3.6 inches high,
located at the exit.
Amick et al. [6] first tried to improve the flow uniformity by rotating the downstream
ends of both nozzle blocks outwards. The effect of the rotation was to create a linear boundary
layer correction, but it did little to improve the flow quality.
Next Amick et al. [6] attached aluminum fences to the glass sidewalls in an effort to
reduce the sidewall boundary layer. Amick et al. suspected that part of the flow nonuniformity
was due to the thickening of the floor boundary layer due to downward flow in the sidewall
boundary layers. In testing they found that this was indeed taking place, but the addition of the
fences did nothing to improve the flow uniformity. The fences did, however, minimize the
boundary layer cross flow.
Amick et al.’s [6] last attempt at correcting the boundary layer was to move a series of
jacks on the upper flexible flat plate. The jacks were located along the entirety of the contour
walls and were used to secure the bent flat plates. Amick et al. reasoned that since the greatest
flow nonuniformity occurred at higher Mach numbers and consisted of a band of compression
waves at the location of the last three jacks, that adjustment of the jacks would improve the
quality of the flow. The repositioning of the jacks was done by trial-and-error. A combination of
jack settings was found to reduce the strength of the compression wave band to a quarter of its
original strength, but it adversely affected the flow at lower Mach numbers; the flow quality at
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lower Mach numbers had decreased. They eventually found a series of jack combinations using
the Tucker method for displacement thickness that reduced the flow nonuniformity to 2.6% or
less over the entirety of the Mach number range.
Burbank and Byrne [11] saved time by starting with finding a nozzle contour that would
satisfy a Mach number of 2.63 due to the higher flow expansion needed in the upper contour
wall. They used the lower nozzle surface to calculate the required geometry to create enough
expansion waves for the required number of reflections on the upper nozzle surface. They then
found the point where the upper nozzle surface must begin to curve to cancel an expansion wave
for a Mach number of 2.63. Burbank and Byrne then paused the calculations of the 2.63 net to
calculate a separate net going forwards that could satisfy compression wave cancellation for a
Mach of 1.71. They used the same lower nozzle surface, translated to a position that would allow
for the appropriate flow expansion at the smaller Mach number. Burbank and Byrne next
calculated a MOC net going forwards for Mach 1.71 until the point of cancellation for the
expansion waves upon the upper surface. They then stopped the construction of the 1.71 net and
resumed building the 2.63 net backwards until both nets met at the point for first expansion wave
cancellation on the upper wall. They reported a final flow deviation of ±0.02, the lowest of all
historical flow uniformities.
The flow uniformity in the test section for the ODU SST was examined using CFD at
three nozzle settings corresponding to Mach numbers of 1.8, 2.3, and 2.8. The beginning of the
test section is located about 5 inches from the end of the physical wind tunnel upper wall
contour. It is a 4” by 4.5” by 5” volume. The CAD schematic of the wind tunnel with the test
section is shown in Figure 19. The contour plots for inviscid flow of the three Mach number
nozzle settings follow. The viscous flow regimes at a Mach number of 2.3 is provided in Figure
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23. Laminar flow was chosen over viscous flow due to the computational power of the computer
used for the CFD analysis.

Figure 19: AutoCAD Model of One of the Nozzle Settings with the Test Section
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(a)

(b)
Figure 20: Contour Plot of the Inviscid Flow for the Mach Number 1.8 Nozzle (a) Full Tunnel (b) Divergent Section
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(a)

(b)
Figure 21: Contour Plot of the Inviscid Flow in the Test Section for the Mach Number 2.3 Nozzle (a) Full Tunnel (b)
Divergent Section
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(a)

(b)
Figure 22: Contour Plot of the Inviscid Flow in the Test Section for the Mach Number 2.8 Nozzle Setting (a) Full
Tunnel (b) Divergent Section
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(a)

(b)
Figure 23: Contour Plot of the Viscous Flow in the Divergent Section for the Mach Number 2.3 Nozzle
Setting (a) 2D Laminar Flow (b) 3D Laminar Flow in yz Planar View.
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As can be seen from Figures 21-23, as the nominal Mach number increased, so did the
computed flow non-uniformity. Examining Figures 22b and 24 a-b, the flow uniformity changes
dramatically with the inclusion of a boundary layer, indicating that viscosity has a significant
effect.
Table 4 lists the deviation of the flow from the nominal Mach in the test section for the
inviscid nozzle settings. The deviation was calculated from the spread of Mach numbers found in
the test section by Ansys. The first column is the axial distance that the lower wall slides in the
direction of decreasing Mach number. The second is the counter number reading associated with
that distance. The ODU SST measures the nozzle displacement via counter readings.
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Axial
Distance

Counter
Reading

Mach

inches
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12

revolutions
396
462
528
594
660
726
792
858
924
990
1056
1122
1188
1254
1320
1386
1452
1518
1584

Amick et al. [6]
3.05
2.9
2.85
2.82
2.65
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.35
2.31
2.27
2.2
2.15
2.1
2.02
1.95
1.9
1.8
1.7

Mach
Aerolab
Manual
2.85
2.71
2.62
2.55
2.47
2.4
2.32
2.28
2.2
2.18
2.11
2.08
2.05
2.01
2
1.98
1.95
1.91
1.9

Mach

Deviation

Ansys
2.916
2.8
2.735
2.672
2.585
2.5004
2.417
2.35
2.26
2.185
2.115
2.05
1.98
1.9225
1.852
1.7965
1.7355
1.6705
1.6062

(unitless)
0.065202
0.065202
0.066013
0.054521
0.059771
0.056719
0.054802
0.044053
0.050312
0.039532
0.047106
0.037817
0.031316
0.020414
0.020012
0.016734
0.016016
0.020909
0.029047

Table 4: Flow Uniformity Data Collection by Counter Reading and Axial Distance

From the three flow uniformity tables (Tables 2-4), the results from the Ansys model had
the worst flow uniformity at Mach number 2.5 and higher. This is likely due to only MOC
forwards being used to find the ideal nozzle geometries. In their report, Burbank and Byrne [11]
had discovered that for Mach number 2.7 – Mach number 5.0, the MOC must be applied
backwards to find the ideal lower wall contour geometry. In doing so, cancellation waves could
be propagated upstream to minimize the amount of unresolved compression waves. They applied
this method first to their high Mach number range (2.7 – 5), and then to their low Mach number
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range (2.7 and below). Their final lower wall coordinates for the smaller Mach number range
correspond to a convergence of points between applying MOC forwards and backwards. Based
on Burbank and Byrne’s success, the beginning steps were taken to improve the flow uniformity
in the ODU SST by applying MOC backwards.
IV.2 MATLAB
Rather than designing a new nozzle, it was desired to ascertain if refinement of the
current ODU SST nozzle was possible. To streamline the construction of the MOC net process
for multiple nozzle settings, two MATLAB scripts were written to conduct the MOC backwards.
The first reads in the pressure data from the test section and calculates the corresponding Mach
number and wall deflection (Appendix D). It also creates a graph that shows the pressure
fluctuation along the top and bottom wall of the test section to help the user identify where the
flow non-uniformity is most severe. The second script calculates MOC backwards (Appendix E).
These two scripts allow the user to refine their geometry until Mach number uniformity in the
test section is achieved. The flowchart below details the steps of refinement.
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Conduct modeling in a CFD
program such as Ansys Fluent.

Record data in
Excel.

Import excel sheet into the script named
Tunnel Algorithm and run the script.

Assess the graphs produced by the
script to determine where the Mach
Number deviates.

Use data from Tunnel Algorithm to input 5 points on the upper
wall and 1 point on the lower wall where the flow deviates into
the second script MOC Backwards. Enter the desired Mach
number for uniformity and run script.

Use data from MOC Backwards to determine where the
flow starts to distort and edit CAD model to the
suggested new geometry.

Run the new model in CFD software. Repeat process until Tunnel
Algorithm has not identified a flow distortion or until the flow
uniformity is considered acceptable.

Figure 24: Flow Chart for Refinement Process
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At the beginning of the second script, moc_backwards.m, the user must input a value for
gamma and the Mach number corresponding to five upper wall points that encompass the nonuniformity. These data points will be assigned to Regions 3, 6, 10, 15, and 20 in Figure 26a. The
user will also input a Mach number corresponding to a point on the opposite wall, at the
beginning of the test section, which is Region 16.

(a)

(b)
Figure 26: (a) A 20-point Characteristic Net Used to Solve for MOC Backwards. (b): A 20-point Characteristic Net
Indicated the x and y Locations between Regions
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Next, the user will take the slope data from tunnel_algorithm.m to find the theta angles at
each of the six locations. The script will now use the same isentropic flow command as
tunnel_algorithm.m to find the Prandtl-Meyer function, 𝜈, at each of the six Mach numbers. The
moc_backwards.m code will then start to apply MOC backwards.
The code begins by trying to find the flow angle 𝜃16 . Recall from Figure 4 that
characteristic lines near a boundary are treated as straight lines. The flow angle at Region 16 can
thus be found from the Prandtl-Meyer functions at 20 and 16, as well as the flow angle at Region
20.
𝜃16 = 𝜈20 − 𝜈16 + 𝜃20

(36)

Next the code will use the number of characteristic lines, six, to approximate regions and
points. Regions 17-19 will now be found. They are separated from each other and Regions 16
and 20 by a Type I characteristic line. The change in theta and nu over a Type I characteristic
expressed in Equations 37 and 38. First, Region 17 will be found using the Region 16, and
Equations 37 and 38. The application of these equations will be repeated for Regions 18 and 19.
∆𝜃𝐼 =

𝜃16
6

(37)

∆𝜈𝐼 = ∆𝜃𝐼

(38)

𝜃17 = 𝜃16 + ∆𝜃𝐼

(39)

𝜈17 = 𝜈16 + ∆𝜈𝐼

(40)

To reach Region 14, where Region 15 is a point previously defined by the user, a Type II
characteristic line must be crossed. Regions 15 and 18 are known and can be used to find Region
14, which is surrounded by a Type I and Type II characteristic line. Solving Equations 43 and 44
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for 𝜃14 and setting them equal allows for the calculation of 𝜈14 . Once the Prandtl-Meyer function
in Region 14 has been found, the flow angle can easily be found using Type II Characteristic
relations.
∆𝜃𝐼𝐼 = 𝜃19 − 𝜃15

(41)

∆𝜈𝐼𝐼 = −∆𝜃𝐼𝐼

(42)

∆𝜈𝐼 = ∆𝜃𝐼 = 𝜈15 − 𝜈14 = 𝜃15 − 𝜃14

(43)

∆𝜈𝐼𝐼 = −∆𝜃𝐼𝐼 = 𝜈18 − 𝜈14 = 𝜃14 − 𝜃18

(44)

𝜃14 = 𝜈14 − 𝜈15 + 𝜃15

(45)

𝜃14 = 𝜈18 − 𝜈14 + 𝜃18

(46)

𝜈14 − 𝜈15 + 𝜃15 = 𝜈18 − 𝜈14 + 𝜃18

(47)

2𝜈14 = 𝜈18 + 𝜃18 + 𝜈15 − 𝜃15

(48)

𝜈14 =

𝜈18 +𝜃18 +𝜈15 − 𝜃15
2

𝜃14 = 𝜈14 − (𝜃18 − 𝜈18 )

(49)
(50)

The steps encompassed by Equations 41 – 50 are repeated for Regions 11-13. Then, since
another Type II characteristic line must be crossed, the same method used for Region 14 will be
used for Region 9. The process repeats itself until all regions have been found.
The next segment of the code finds the Mach angle, μ, in each region, and then the
average angle and slope between each region. This is how the new geometry is found. See Figure
26b and note how the location of the numeric points has changed. To find Point 1, the average
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and slope between Regions 1 and 2 must be found. Recall that (𝜃1 − μ1 ) and (𝜃2 + μ2 ) are the
equations for a Type I (𝐶+ ) and Type II (𝐶− ) characteristic line, respectively.
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒12 =

(𝜃1 −μ1 )+(𝜃2 +μ2 )
2

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒12 = tan−1(𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒12 )

(51)
(52)

Assuming the y value between Regions 1 and 2 is 0 and we are starting on the y-axis, x
1

and y can be found using the equation 𝑥 = − 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒

12

and the equation 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏, which is the

equation for a line. This is the method for all wall points. Interior points must be found using a
slightly different approach.
Interior points are surrounded by two slopes above and below them. Instead of finding
the angle between regions and then the slope, interior points find the two slopes between three
regions and use them to locate the x and y coordinates of the intersecting coordinate. Take
interior point 4 in Figure 26b, for example. It is surrounded by Regions 2, 3, and 4. First, the
slope between Regions 2 and 3 and Regions 2 and 4 must be found. Note that different
characteristic equations are used. Next, the coordinates are calculated using the equation for
slope. By solving for 𝑦4 in Equations 55 and 56 and then setting them equal (Equation 57), 𝑥4 can
be found and then using one of the previous line equations (55 and 56) 𝑦4 can be found. This is
repeated for all interior points until all of the coordinates have been found and the flow field in
its entirety has been developed.
𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 = tan−1(

(𝜃2 −μ2 )+(𝜃3 −μ3 )

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 = tan−1(

(𝜃2 +μ2 )+(𝜃4 +μ4 )

2

2

)

(53)

)

(54)
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𝑦4 − 𝑦3 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥4 − 𝑥3 )

(55)

𝑦4 − 𝑦2 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥4 − 𝑥2 )

(56)

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥4 − 𝑥3 ) + 𝑦3 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥4 − 𝑥2 ) + 𝑦2

(57)

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥4 ) − 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥3 ) + 𝑦3 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥4 ) − 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥2 ) + 𝑦2

(58)

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥4 ) = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥4 ) − 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥2 ) + 𝑦2 + (𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥3 ) − 𝑦3

(59)

(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 − 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 )𝑥4 = (−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥2 ) + 𝑦2 + (𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥3 ) − 𝑦3 )

(60)

𝑥4 = (−𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 (𝑥2 ) + 𝑦2 + (𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 (𝑥3 ) − 𝑦3 )/(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒23 − 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒24 )

(61)

Next, the script will repeat the same steps outlined in Equations 53 through 60 with user
specified ideal Mach numbers at the same five upper wall points input at the beginning. This
section of the code calculates what wall geometry should dispel the non-uniformity. With these
data points the user can adjust their CAD models to improve the flow in the test section. This
process is iterated until the flow is as uniform as possible. To test the efficacy of the codes, a test
case was run with a parallel duct that had been modified with a two-degree quarter sine bump
along the lower wall.
IV.3 DUCT ANALYSIS
To start, the modified parallel duct was modeled in autoCAD, as can be seen in Figure
27. A two-degree bump was inserted along the lower wall at an arbitrary location. The length of
the duct was 29.8 meters, and the nominal Mach was 2.3. The model was then processed through
Ansys.
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Figure 26: The Exported Model of the Parallel Duct with a 2-degree Bump along the Lower Wall

As can be seen in Figures 28 and 29, the bump generated a large flow disruption in the
test section. The disturbance propagates along what appears to be Mach lines, recalling the MOC
characteristic net. The wave encounters the upper wall inside of the test section. By exporting the
points along the upper and lower walls of the test section, the two MATLAB scripts can be
utilized to try and correct the lower wall geometry ahead of the test section to eliminate the flow
nonuniformity.
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Figure 27: The Pressure Contour Plot of the Parallel Duct with a 2-degree Bump along the Lower Wall

Figure 28: The Mach Number Contour Plot of the Parallel Duct with a 2-degree Bump along the Lower Wall
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To begin the test case, an excel file containing the static pressure data along the top and
bottom wall of the test section is imported into the tunnel_algorithm.m script. Next, that data are
displayed on two graphs to show the variation in pressure along each wall, top and bottom,
respectively. As can be seen from Graph 3, the pressure along the top wall is uniform until
slightly past six meters into the test section (traveling right to left), where zero meters is the start
of the test section.

Graph 3: The Static Pressure along the Top Wall of the Duct Test Section
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Graph 4: The Static Pressure along the Bottom Wall of the Duct Test Section

Next, the script uses isentropic flow calculations to find the Mach number and slope at
each location along the walls (Table 5). The user can now select the points along the top wall
that contain the nonuniformity in terms of Mach number and slope.
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Table 5: Sample Data Chart from Script 1: Tunnel Algorithm

Part 1 of Script 2, moc_backwards.m (Appendix E), calculates the start of the
nonuniformity along the lower wall using a 20-point backwards MOC solution. The user puts in
five points spanning the length of the nonuniformity as well as the point at the lower right-hand
corner of the test section. The code then runs and provides the location of where the
nonuniformity began. Part 2 finds the ideal geometry for the same coordinates from Part 1 with
the criteria that a constant Mach number must be held. The ideal geometry is then used to replace
the old model in autoCAD, and the new drawing is run through Ansys for analysis. The first
iteration produced a revised flow as shown in Figure 30.
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Ideal X

Ideal Y

8.7735

0

10.18253

0

10.52193 0.000416
10.86127 0.000832
11.03692 0.001296
11.21257

0.00176

Table 6: Ideal Geometry Data from Script 2: moc_backwards.m Note: x=0 is the Inlet.

Figure 29: The Mach Number Contour Plot of the Parallel Duct with a 2-degree Bump along the Lower Wall after
One Iteration of MOC Backwards
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Since the nonuniformity still existed, the process of exporting the code, finding the new
ideal geometry, and importing that into Ansys had to be repeated until reasonable uniformity was
achieved. This took a total of four iterations. The results of the second, third, and fourth
iterations of the two MATLAB codes to improve the flow uniformity in the duct can be seen in
Figure 31.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 31: (a) The Flow Distribution after Two Iterations of MOC Backwards (b) The Flow Distribution after Three
Iterations of MOC Backwards (c) The flow distribution after Four Iterations of MOC Backwards
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With each iteration of applying MOC backwards, the flow improved. After the third
iteration, the flow was reporting the same Mach number throughout, but there were micro
fluctuations causing the three sections seen in Figure 31b. A final iteration, iteration four,
brought the entire duct to uniformity.
The results from this case study provide confidence that the same method introduced by
Burbank and Byrne [11] could be used to improve upon the ODU SST geometry.
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Data for comparison to the analytical results obtained from Ansys was collected in the ODU
SST. Pressure in the test section was measured by a PSI 9010 pressure scanner, which was
controlled by Labview. The pressure scanner has 16 available channels and a range of ± 100
psig.
Once the storage pressure valve is released, compressed air rushes towards the inlet of the
nozzle. After exiting the divergent section, the air enters the test section where pressure behind a
normal shock is measured via a pitot rake. Equations 62a and 62b express the relationship
between pressure before and after a normal shock. The subscript t denotes total pressure; the
subscript zero being the pressure upstream of the shock and the subscript one being the pressure
downstream of the shock. If the subscript t is not present, the variable P is the static pressure.
The variable gamma, 𝛾, is the specific heat constant for a fluid. This experiment used air;
therefore, the value of gamma is approximately 1.4.
𝑃1
𝑃0

𝑃𝑡1
𝑃𝑡0

=

2𝛾𝑀2 −(𝛾−1)

(62a)

𝛾+1

(𝛾+1)𝑀2

= [(𝛾−1)𝑀2 ]
+2

𝛾
𝛾−1

[

(𝛾+1)𝑀2
2𝛾𝑀2 −(𝛾−1)

]

1
𝛾−1

(62b)

Figure 32 provides an example of a 7 tubed pitot rake. In testing, an 11 tubed pitot rake
was used. The pitot rake transmitted the pressurized air within the test section to the pressure
scanner. Around twenty measurements of the total pressure downstream from the shock were
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taken per tube for each Mach number. The average of each tube along with the standard
deviation was calculated, followed by the average and standard deviation across the pitot rake.

Figure 31: The Pitot Rake Inside of the ODU SST. This Model Features 7 Tubes, Instead of the 11 Used in Testing

Graph 5 compares the experimental and analytical results for the Mach number in the
ODU SST. As is expected, as the Mach number increases the uniformity in the ODU SST
decreases. The experimental results are close to the analytical results with a large deviation as a
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Mach number above 2.3 is approached due to the increasing influence of the boundary layer.
Graphs 6 and 7 show that variation in the Mach number increases as the nominal Mach number
increases, and the horizontal variation is larger than the vertical variation. In Graph 6a, tube 1
has been excluded due to its proximity to the wall. It appeared to be within the roof boundary
layer. Likewise, in Graph 7a, tubes 1 and 11 may be omitted because they both lie within the side
wall boundary layers. Error bars on the order of two sigma have been included for the minimum
and maximum Mach numbers. A closer look at the error bars is provided in Graphs 6b and 7b.
They are derived from multiple point data collection, roughly 0.5 seconds apart, during each
tunnel run. Between tests for nozzle settings the tunnel was stopped and restarted. The points on
Graphs 6 and 7 are the average Mach numbers recorded per tube location over the twenty trials.
Their small magnitude lends confidence to the experimental results, as it indicates that there is
little variation across the runs.
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Mach Number versus Axial Distance
3
2.8

Mach Number

2.6
2.4
2.2

Inviscid Ansys Data

2

Experimental Data

1.8

1.6
1.4
2

4

6

8

10

12

Axial Distance, in
Graph 5: Experimental Mach Number versus Axial Distance Compared to Ansys Results
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Vertical Variation of Mach Number in the Test Section
3
M=2.65

Mach Number

2.8

Mach 2.5

2.6

Mach 2.37

2.4

Mach 2.23
Mach 2.23

2.2

Mach 2.09

2

Mach 1.97

1.8

Mach 1.87
0

1

2
3
Distance from Top Wall, in

4

(a)

(b)
Graph 6: (a) Vertical Variation of Mach Number in the Test Section of the ODU SST. (b) A Closer Look at the Error
Bars for a Mach Number of 2.65.
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Mach Number

Horizontal Variation of Mach Number in the Test Section
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.1
2
1.9
1.8

Mach 1.97
Mach 2.07
Mach 2.19
Mach 2.31
Mach 2.43
Mach 2.55
Mach 2.71
0

1

2
3
Distance from Side Wall, in

4

(a)

(b)
Graph 7: (a) Horizontal Variation of Mach Number in the Test Section of the ODU SST. (b) A Closer Look at the
Error Bars for a Mach Number of 2.65

Table 7 provides the spatial mean, standard deviation and 97.5% confidence intervals for
each run with a sample size of 10. A 97.5% confidence interval was chosen due to our goal of
improving the Mach number flow uniformity. The confidence interval relates to the Mach
number evaluated from a mean across the pitot rake. These variations in Mach number should be
small. A high-level confidence interval requires a smaller standard deviation. The standard
deviation gives the measure of spatial variations, so can be compared to Table 4, with ± 2𝜎
suggested. Values are the same order of magnitude, with better agreement at lower Mach
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numbers. As can be seen upon inspection of Table 7, the width of the interval increases with the
standard deviation due to the latter increasing directly with the Mach number. This is likely due
to an increase in unresolved waves in the test section.

Two-Sided 97.5 Confidence Interval for Mach Number readings in the ODU SST
Vertical
Horizontal
Mach
Number

Standard
Deviation

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Mach
Number

Standard Lower Upper
Deviation Bound Bound

2.686

0.0128

2.676

2.696

2.682

0.021

2.667

2.697

2.542

0.008

2.536

2.548

2.541

0.014

2.531

2.551

2.411

0.008

2.405

2.417

2.409

0.014

2.399

2.419

2.274

0.012

2.265

2.283

2.286

0.015

2.275

2.297

2.161

0.013

2.151

2.171

2.164

0.010

2.157

2.171

2.053

0.020

2.038

2.068

2.056

0.008

2.050

2.062

1.950

0.016

1.938

1.962

1.950

0.011

1.942

1.958

Table 7: ODU SST Experimental Measurements Data Summary
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These data provide a baseline for improvement to the flow. There were several setbacks
that prevented the collection of more extensive data. These included but were not limited to
piping issues, rust, and air leaks, as well as a global pandemic. Work on removing rust and debris
from the tunnel began in early Fall 2021. The cleanup process concluded near the end of 2021,
which is when it was discovered that several of the pipes had cracks and were not acceptable for
tunnel operation. Replacement parts were ordered, but shipping delays caused by the coronavirus
pandemic stalled further testing.
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VI.

DISCUSSION
VI.1 OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS
Liepman’s [4] method, formed from [#]’s findings, was not accurate enough to ensure

accountability of the boundary layer at higher Mach numbers. The basis of the geometry for the
ODU SST was the results of the Amick et al.’s [6] experiment, which explains some of the
inconsistencies in the flow. To improve flow uniformity at high Mach number nozzle settings in
the ODU SST, the method of characteristics must be applied backwards to find the ideal nozzle
and diffuser geometry for supersonic wind tunnels.
VI.2 RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
The implication of this research is that it is possible to improve the flow in the ODU SST.
Applying MOC backwards at higher Mach numbers will provide nozzle designs that would
improve the flow uniformity. Implementation of the designs would allow for a wide range of
future supersonic experimentation.
VI.3 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
The realized limitations in this study were time and resources. The free software provided
by Ansys, Inc. expired in December 2021. Using other software was not considered to be an
option in order to avoid cross software error. The computational results were also limited due to
the processing power of the researcher’s computer. This study took place during the Coronavirus
pandemic, which made computational resources limited to what was available from home. Too
dense of a mesh would cause Ansys to crash. A stronger computer could give more detailed and
perhaps different results.
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VI.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research would benefit from diving deeper into the paper by Burbank and Byrne [11].
Research implementation could begin with a draft of a MATLAB code to calculate MOC
backwards at higher Mach numbers, followed by a code that will merge a lower Mach number
nozzle design with a higher Mach number nozzle design. Burbank and Byrne used a ‘cut and try’
method to combine the upper and lower Mach number nozzle designs. They continually switched
between both designs and made point-spacing adjustments to match up expansion lines. It is also
recommended that future research run several trials for one Mach number at the same mesh
quality, and then try varying the quality to establish confidence in their results.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONS
VII.1 PRIMARY CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS STUDY

The primary contribution of this study is a method to improve upon the design of existing
asymmetric sliding block type wind tunnels that were built prior to the emergence of CFD
software.
VII.2 WIDENING THE SCOPE
After taking the steps suggested for future research, the scope of this project could be
widened to encompass ideal nozzle designs Mach numbers both below 1.8 and above 2.8. The
wide throat area change between subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers would present a
challenge when designing a larger range of nozzle contours but would be possible to obtain as
Burbank and Byrne [11] have demonstrated.
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IX.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: CONTOUR COORDINATES [6]

5

Table 8: Lower Contour Values from Amick et al.[6]

5

Recreated chart of contour values from page 14 and 15 of Reference 6. Note: Some values require an additional
displacement. Refer to Table 2.2 on page 14 of Reference 6 for more information.
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Table 9: Upper Contour Values from Amick et al [6].
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APPENDIX B: ODU SST PERFORMANCE GRAPHS

Figure 32: Pressure Time History for the ODU SST (circa 1990s).
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Figure 33: Recreation of the Mach Number versus Approximate Stagnation Pressure Graph for Starting the ODU
SST (provided by Aerolab, circa 1971)
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Figure 34: Recreation of the Mach Number versus Counter Reading Graph for the ODU SST (provided by Aerolab
circa 1971)6

6

There are 132 counter reading revolutions per inch of lower block movement.
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APPENDIX C: STEPS FOR PERFORMING CFD ANALYSIS IN ANSYS

The following steps are for software settings in Ansys Fluent 2021. Common problems
and troubleshooting recommendations are also included.

1. From the left-hand pane, drag over the Fluent packages that you will be working
with. The packages in the top left include all available packages. After uploading
your model and processing it through SpaceClaim and Meshing, click on the
Fluent tab in the Workbook space. Note: if you have previously opened Fluent
and changed the size of your mesh you must erase/reset your current Fluent
settings. Otherwise, the software will crash. Right-click on the Fluent tab to reset.

2. Before Fluent opens, the following dialog will be displayed. Make sure to check
Double Precision. The Double Precision option will allow Fluent to analyze
complex flow, such as compressible flows, as well as increase the number of
floating points to 64 bits. This dramatically increases the range and size of the
numbers it can represent.

Figure 35: The Pre-Fluent Launch Dialog Pane
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3. Fluent will take a few moments to upload your mesh. This could take several
minutes if the mesh is particularly fine and/or the geometry is not a simple shape.
Fluent will load and look similar to Figure 34 below.

Figure 36: An Example of the Fluent Software when It Has Loaded. Note the “…Done.” Messages in the Console
Dialog. Fluent is Ready when All Imported Elements Have Been Written into Fluent

4. Once Fluent is ready, select the Domain tab in the upper left corner. Set units to
the desired system of measurement. For the ODU SST research, the system of
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measurement in the wind tunnel is psi, therefore, the CFD computations were
also conducted in psi.

Figure 37: The Set Units Dialog

5. Next, under the same tab, click on Check > Check Mesh. This will alert the user
to any deficiencies in the mesh. A mesh check that does not find any issues will
look like Figure 36.
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Figure 38: The Result of the Check Mesh Operation when No Errors Have Been Found

6. Next, select the Physics tab. It is located next to the Domain tab. The default
opening Task Page is the Physics > General… tab. Set the Solver Type to
Density-Based. This is required for compressible flow.
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Figure 39: The Physics > General… Task Page

7. Select Solver > Operating Conditions. Set the operating pressure to 0 psi. This
will force the analysis to be calculated from the boundary conditions at the inlet.

8. Next select Materials Create/Edit… Under Name select air. Under Properties
change the Density to ideal-gas. Click on Change/Create and close the dialog.
Note: The Energy Equation will now be enabled. It is a requirement of material
with an ideal-gas type density.
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Figure 40: The Materials Create/Edit… Dialog for Air

9. Under Models select Viscous. Set the Viscous Model dialog to inviscid. Click ok
and close.
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Figure 41: The Viscous Model Dialog

10. Select Zones > Boundaries. Right click on the boundary name to change the type
of boundary condition. Pressure-type is used in this example. Set and apply your
desired inlet, outlet, and wall conditions. For the ODU SST study, the Gauge
Total Pressure was set to 60 psi, the Supersonic/Initial Gauge Pressure was set
to STP. Note: Supersonic Mach number drawings will require a velocity at the
inlet to help the flow move. The outlet Gauge Pressure was set to STP. The walls
had no applicable boundary conditions for an inviscid model. Note: If you did not
reset Fluent after applying a new mesh and Fluent didn’t crash, you must create a
Mesh Interface between the test section mesh and wind tunnel mesh. Select the
two meshes to interface under Boundary Zones. Click Create. The new interface
will appear under Mesh Interfaces. No further action is required.
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Figure 42: The Pressure-type Inlet Dialog

11. Now move on to the Solution tab. Under Methods set formulation to Implicit,
Flux-Type to Roe-FDS, Gradient to Least Squares Cell Based, and Flow to
Second Order Upwind. Definitions can be found in the Ansys User’s Manual for
Fluent.

Figure 43: The Solution Methods Dialog
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12. Scroll down under Solution > Methods. You will see the following options:
Pseudo Transient, Warped-Face Gradient Correction, High Order Term
Relaxation, and Convergence Acceleration for Stretched Meshes. Turn on
Wared-Face Gradient Correction and High Order Term Relaxation. Next to the
latter open the Options dialog and apply Select All. Definitions can be found in
the Ansys User’s Manual for Fluent.

Figure 44: The Lower Half of the Solution > Methods Task Page

13. Under Solutions > Residuals, set the absolute criterion for each residual
equation to a very small number. For this study, 1𝑒 − 200 was used. Note:
Values smaller than 1𝑒 − 200 were defaulted to zero an caused the solution to
fail. Click Ok and close the dialog. Note: this will affect the amount of precision
that your analysis can evaluate to. To large of a value will produce a low quality
or failed solution. Complex meshes, structures, and flows require smaller
criterion values.
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Figure 45: The Residual Monitors Dialog

14. Under Solution > Initialize, select Hybrid Initialization and click on Initialize.
This could take several minutes depending on the complexity of the flow. Zeroed
out results for the eigen values in the Console dialog indicate that the
convergence criterion in the previous step was too large.

Figure 46: The Solution Initialization Task Page
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15. Navigate to Solution > Run Calculation. Click on Check Case… to see if Fluent
has found any issues with the set up that would prevent the analysis from going
forward. Next, set the number of iterations to a value high enough for the
solution to have converged. Click Calculate. The time for the computational
software to finish the analysis depends on the mesh fineness, flow complexity,
and shape complexity. The flows presented in this paper took about an hour to
process.
Monitor the Scaled Residuals graph as Fluent is running. If the lines stop moving
and the console dialog displays ‘NaN’, something is wrong within the physics or
solution set up.

Figure 47: The Scaled Residuals Graph from the Duct Analysis

After completion of the calculation, the user can now go to Results and graph the desired charts.
Contour plots were used for this study.
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APPENDIX D: TUNNEL ALGORITHM SCRIPT

%**********************************************************************
%
%
%
%

Author: Brittany Davis
Purpose: To read in data measured from the ODU wind tunnel, allow the
user to assess wall fluctutations, and calculate an upstream geometry
change to make the flow more uniform.

% This code was made assuming a pitot tube would be used for tunnel wall
% readings
%**********************************************************************
clc
clear all
close all

% Step One: Upload dat or xml file with tunnel test section wall data
% Note: Dynamic Pressure is Total - Static
% For reference: My excel sheet has 5 columns: X, Y, Total Pressure,
%
Static Pressure, Dynamic Pressure
T=readtable('TS specs.xlsx');
Tx=((T.X)-(T.X(1))).*1000;
Ty=T.Y;
% Step Two: Plot data to determine where wall fluctuations are.
figure(1)
pointsize = 2;
scatter((Tx(1:129)), T.Static_Pressure(1:129))
xlabel('Axial Distance in the Test Section (m)')
ylabel ('Static Pressure (Pa)')
title ('Static Pressure along Top Wall')
%Increase limits to insert space border around data.
xlim([-8 0.5]);

figure(2)
pointsize = 2;
scatter((Tx(130:258)), T.Static_Pressure(130:258))
xlabel('Axial Distance in the Test Section (m)')
ylabel ('Static Pressure (Pa)')
title ('Static Pressure along Bottom Wall')
xlim([-8 0.5]);
ylim([1.145e6 1.17e6]);
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%Determine Mach Numbers using Isentropic Relations
% Matlab has an isentropic flow function to calculate Mach, Temperature
% Ratio, Pressure Ratio, Density Ratio, and Area ratio
gamma=1.4;

i=1;
for i=1:height(T)
%The original flowisentropic funciton requires an input Mach number. I
%have changed it to accept my known pressure ratio by adding the term
%'pres' at the end.

Total_Pressure(i)= T.Total_Pressure(i);
Static_Pressure(i)=T.Static_Pressure(i);
First_Pressure_Ratio(i)=Static_Pressure(i)./Total_Pressure(i);
[Mach(i), T_ratio(i), P_ratio(i), rho_ratio(i), a_ratio(i)]=flowisentropic(gamma,
First_Pressure_Ratio(i), 'pres');

i=i+1;
end

Isentropic_Data_Summary = table(Tx, Ty, Mach.', T_ratio.', P_ratio.', rho_ratio.', a_ratio.',
'VariableNames', {'X coordinate','Y coordinate','Mach Number', 'Temperature Ratio','Pressure
Ratio','Density Ratio','Area Ratio'});
%
%
%
%

From the Isentropic Data Summary, we can see that the flow starts to
change at line 104 and ends at line 129. The corresponding Mach number at
line 129 is 2.1899. This is the Mach number after the compression wave.
The Mach number before the compression wave, at line 103, is 2.3007.

% Note: The User must investigate their own results to determine where the
% fluctuation starts and ends. The compression wave location will change
% with changing throat geometry.

% Now, we will use Method of Characteristics to locate where the
% compression wave started and make geometry adjustments.
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% We know the measurements on either side of the wave along the wall.
% In an ideal case, the flow would be uniform; the same at all locations.
% The method of characteristics script for MATLAB is listed at
% https://www.mathworks.com/help/aerotbx/ug/solving-for-the-exit-flow-of-a-supersonic-nozzle.html
% Reference: James, J. E. A., "Gas Dynamics, Second Edition", Allyn and Bacon, Inc, Boston,
1984.
% This script calculates flow parameters and locations of Regions inside of
% an unspecified geometry.

% By finding the ideal geometry for Mach = 2.3007 and our own geometry based on the data,
% we can find the difference in wall angle to improve flow uniformity, as well as where the
% flow fluctuation begins. Go to script 'moc_backwards.m' to get started.

Warning: Column headers from the file were modified to make them valid MATLAB
identifiers before creating variable names for the table. The original column
headers are saved in the VariableDescriptions property.
Set 'VariableNamingRule' to 'preserve' to use the original column headers as
table variable names.
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APPENDIX E: MOC BACKWARDS SCRIPT

% Part 1 will solve for current geometry. (abc)
% Part 2 will solve for ideal. (123)
% Part 3 finds the needed wall angle changes.
% *******************************************************
% Author: Brittany Davis, Old Dominion University December 2021, Aerospace
% Engineering Department
% Purpose:
% This code applies the method of characteristics backwards, to find a point
% of origin for flow fluctuation. It is based on the code written by J.E.A.
% James on the MATLAB mathworks website.
% https://www.mathworks.com/help/aerotbx/ug/solving-for-the-exit-flow-of-a-supersonic-nozzle.html
% Reference: James, J. E. A., "Gas Dynamics, Second Edition", Allyn and Bacon, Inc, Boston,
1984.
% Part 1a:
% ************* USER MUST UPDATE **************************
%Region 1: known flow in test section
%Region 2: unknown below f
%Region 3: assumed flow in tunnel (uniform)
k=1.4;
%Known from test section wall readings and tunnel algorithm:
Mach_t=2.299195305;
Mach_o=2.300652179;
Mach_j=2.300652179;
Mach_f=2.300652179;
Mach_c=2.300652179;

Mach_p

=2.299195305; %value in the test section bottom wall (uniform)

% ************************************************************
% j g and d are all along upper wall, which in this instance has a zero degree wall angle
%change. For future cases using the coordinates from test readings could be
%used to find the slope between points and then wall angles.
% For tunnel, use calculated theta angles from Isentropic Data Summary.
theta_t=0;
theta_o=0;
theta_j=0;
theta_f=0;
theta_c=0;
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%Find the
[~, nu_t,
[~, nu_o,
[~, nu_j,
[~, nu_f,
[~, nu_c,
[~, nu_p,

flow parameters for i g and d.
mu_t]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_t,'mach');
mu_o]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_o,'mach');
mu_j]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_j,'mach');
mu_f]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_f,'mach');
mu_c]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_c,'mach');
mu_p]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_p,'mach');

% h is along the same chacteristc line as j and doedn't cross any type II
% characteristic lines.
theta_p = nu_p - nu_t + theta_t;
%Take absolute value.
theta_p=abs(theta_p);
n=6; %number of characteristic lines used to approximate regions and points.
% The change in theta over a type I characteristic line is:
delta_theta_I=theta_p/n;
delta_nu_I=delta_theta_I;
theta_q=theta_p+delta_theta_I;
nu_q=nu_p + delta_nu_I;
theta_r=theta_q+delta_theta_I;
nu_r=nu_q + delta_nu_I;

theta_s=theta_r+delta_theta_I;
nu_s=nu_r + delta_nu_I;

% Now we have all regions to the left of the third characteristic line, or
% all regions where the compression wave ends. (p q r s t)
%Next we need the lower wall value in between the second and third
%characteristic line. This is region d. A type II characteristic is crossed
%from region g to d. We can use two known values that are only separated by
%a Type II characteristic line to find delta_theta_II
delta_theta_II=theta_s - theta_o;
delta_nu_II=-delta_theta_II;

%We can use f and h to find e because they are on either side of region e. h below
%and f above.
nu_n = ((nu_o - theta_o) + (nu_r + theta_r))/2;
theta_n = nu_n - (theta_r - nu_r);
nu_m = ((nu_n - theta_n) + (nu_q + theta_q))/2;
nu_m=abs(nu_m);
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theta_m = nu_m - (theta_q - nu_q);
nu_l = ((nu_m - theta_m) + (nu_p + theta_p))/2;
theta_l = nu_l - (theta_p - nu_p);
theta_k = theta_l - delta_theta_I;
nu_k = nu_l - delta_nu_I;
%Now we have all values in between the second and third characteristic
%line. k l m n o

%Now to find all values in between the first and second characteristic
%line. We know the values of c already. We just need b.
%We can use c and d to find b because they are on either side of region b. d below
%and c above.
nu_i = ((nu_j - theta_j) + (nu_m + theta_m))/2;
theta_i = nu_i - (theta_m - nu_m);
nu_h = ((nu_i - theta_i) + (nu_l + theta_l))/2;
theta_h = nu_h - (theta_l - nu_l);
nu_g = nu_h - delta_nu_I;
theta_g =theta_h - delta_theta_I;
% All values for char lines btw 3 and 4 found. g h i j
nu_e = ((nu_f - theta_f) + (nu_h + theta_h))/2;
theta_e = nu_e - (theta_h - nu_h);
theta_d = theta_e - delta_theta_I;
nu_d = nu_e - delta_nu_I;

% All values for char lines btw 4 and 5 found. def
theta_b = theta_c - delta_theta_I;
nu_b = nu_c - delta_nu_I;
% All values for char lines btw 5 and 6 found. bc
theta_a = theta_b - delta_theta_II;
nu_a = nu_b - delta_nu_II;
%Last value found, right of char line 1. a.

% Part 1b: Preparing and tabulating the flow parameter results
% Step 1: Create vectors that contain the flow angles and Prandtl-Meyer
% angles
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flow_angles_original = [theta_a theta_b theta_c theta_d theta_e theta_f theta_g theta_h theta_i
theta_j theta_k theta_l theta_m theta_n theta_o theta_p theta_q theta_r theta_s theta_t];
pm_angles_original = [nu_a nu_b nu_c nu_d nu_e nu_f nu_g nu_h nu_i nu_j nu_k nu_l nu_m nu_n nu_o
nu_p nu_q nu_r nu_s nu_t];
% Step 2: Calculate the Mach numbers and Mach angles at each point.
% Preallocation for speed
mach_numbers_original = zeros(1,20);
mach_angles_original = zeros(1,20);
typeOne_original
= zeros(1,20);
typeTwo_original
= zeros(1,20);
for i = 1:20
[mach_numbers_original(i), ~, mach_angles_original(i)] = flowprandtlmeyer(k,
pm_angles_original(i), 'nu');
typeOne_original(i) = flow_angles_original(i) - mach_angles_original(i);
typeTwo_original(i) = flow_angles_original(i) + mach_angles_original(i);
end

clear table;
table(1,:) = 'Region_O theta_O
nu_O
Mach_O
mu_O
type I_O type II_O';
table(2,:) = '
(Deg)
(Deg)
(Deg)
(Deg)
(Deg) ';
for m=1:length(mach_numbers_original)
table(m+3,:) = sprintf('%3.0d
%8.2f
%5.2f
%8.3f
%8.2f
%8.2f %8.2f ', ...
m, flow_angles_original(m), pm_angles_original(m), mach_numbers_original(m), ...
mach_angles_original(m), typeOne_original(m), typeTwo_original(m));
end
disp(table)

% Calculate Original Geometry to Determine Source of Fluctuation
% Flow goes from right to left
avgAngleab_Original = (typeTwo_original(1) + typeTwo_original(2)) / 2;
slopeab
= tand(avgAngleab_Original);
% Let y_1_O = O
x1_O = -1/slopeab;
y1_O=0;
% Point at Top wall
avgAnglebc = (typeOne_original(2) + typeOne_original(3)) / 2;
slopebc
= tand(avgAnglebc);
y2_O = -sind(avgAnglebc);
x2_O = (y2_O - y1_O)/slopebc + x1_O;

%Next in between section
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%Bottom Wall
avgAnglebd = (typeTwo_original(2) + typeTwo_original(4)) / 2;
slopebd
= tand(avgAnglebd);
x3_O = x1_O - cosd(avgAnglebd);
y3_O = (x3_O - x1_O)*slopebd + y1_O;
%For interior points
slopede = tand( (typeOne_original(3) + typeOne_original(5)) / 2 );
slopece = tand( (typeTwo_original(4) + typeTwo_original(5)) / 2 );

x4_O = (-slopede*x3_O + y3_O +slopece*x2_O - y2_O)/(slopece - slopede);
% (y3_O - 1 - x3_O * slopece) / (slopede - slopece);
y4_O = (x4_O - x3_O) * slopede + y3_O;
% Top Wall point
avgAngleef = (typeOne_original(5) + typeOne_original(6)) / 2;
slopeef
= tand(avgAngleef);
y5_O = y4_O - sind(avgAngleef);
x5_O = (y5_O - y4_O)/slopeef + x4_O;

%Next section
%Wall point
avgAngledg = (typeTwo_original(7) + typeTwo_original(4)) / 2;
slopedg
= tand(avgAngledg);

x6_O = x3_O - cosd(avgAngledg);
y6_O = (x6_O - x3_O)*slopedg + y3_O;
%For interior points
slopegh = tand( (typeOne_original(7) + typeOne_original(8)) / 2 );
slopeeg = tand( (typeTwo_original(5) + typeTwo_original(8)) / 2 );
x7_O=(-slopegh*x6_O + y6_O +slopeeg*x4_O - y4_O)/(slopeeg - slopegh);
% x7_O = (y6_O - 1 - x6_O * slopeeg) / (slopegh - slopeeg);
y7_O = (x7_O - x6_O) * slopegh + y6_O;

slopehi = tand( (typeOne_original(9) + typeOne_original(8)) / 2 );
slopefi = tand( (typeTwo_original(9) + typeTwo_original(6)) / 2 );

x8_O = (-slopehi*x7_O + y7_O +slopefi*x5_O - y5_O)/(slopefi - slopehi);
% (y7_O - 1 - x7_O * slopefi) / (slopehi - slopefi);
y8_O = (x8_O - x7_O) * slopehi + y7_O;
%Top Wall
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avgAngleij = (typeOne_original(9) + typeOne_original(10)) / 2;
slopeij
= tand(avgAngleij);
y9_O = y8_O - sind(avgAngleij);
x9_O = (y9_O - y8_O)/slopeij + x8_O;

%Next Section
%Wall point
avgAnglegk = (typeTwo_original(7) + typeTwo_original(11)) / 2;
slopegk
= tand(avgAnglegk);
x10_O = x6_O -cosd(avgAnglegk);
y10_O = (x10_O - x6_O)*slopegk + y6_O;
%For interior points
slopekl = tand( (typeOne_original(11) + typeOne_original(12)) / 2 );
slopehl = tand( (typeTwo_original(12) + typeTwo_original(8)) / 2 );

x11_O = (-slopekl*x10_O + y10_O +slopehl*x7_O - y7_O)/(slopehl - slopekl);
% (y10_O - 1 - x10_O * slopehl) / (slopekl - slopehl);
y11_O = (x11_O - x10_O) * slopekl + y10_O;

slopelm = tand( (typeOne_original(9) + typeOne_original(13)) / 2 );
slopeim = tand( (typeTwo_original(12) + typeTwo_original(13)) / 2 );

x12_O = (-slopelm*x11_O + y11_O +slopeim*x8_O - y8_O)/(slopeim - slopelm);
% (y11_O - 1 - x11_O * slopeim) / (slopelm - slopeim);
y12_O = (x12_O - x11_O) * slopelm + y11_O;
slopemn = tand( (typeOne_original(10) + typeOne_original(14)) / 2 );
slopejn = tand( (typeTwo_original(14) + typeTwo_original(13)) / 2 );

x13_O = (-slopemn*x12_O + y12_O +slopejn*x9_O - y9_O)/(slopejn - slopemn);
% (y12_O - 1 - x12_O * slopejn) / (slopemn - slopejn);
y13_O = (x13_O - x12_O) * slopemn + y12_O;
%Top Wall
avgAngleno = (typeOne_original(14) + typeOne_original(15)) / 2;
slopeno
= tand(avgAngleno);
y14_O = y13_O - sind(avgAngleno);
x14_O = (y14_O - y13_O)/slopeno + x13_O;

%Next Section
%Wall point
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avgAnglelp = (typeTwo_original(12) + typeTwo_original(16)) / 2;
slopelp
= tand(avgAnglelp);
x15_O = x10_O -cosd(avgAnglelp);
y15_O = (x15_O - x10_O)*slopelp + y10_O;

%For interior points
slopepq = tand( (typeOne_original(17) + typeOne_original(16)) / 2 );
slopemq = tand( (typeTwo_original(13) + typeTwo_original(17)) / 2 );

x16_O = (-slopepq*x15_O + y15_O +slopemq*x12_O - y12_O)/(slopemq - slopepq);
% (y15_O - 1 - x15_O * slopemq) / (slopepq - slopemq);
y16_O = (x16_O - x15_O) * slopepq + y15_O;

slopeqr = tand( (typeOne_original(17) + typeOne_original(18)) / 2 );
slopenr = tand( (typeTwo_original(18) + typeTwo_original(14)) / 2 );

x17_O = (-slopeqr*x16_O + y16_O +slopenr*x13_O - y13_O)/(slopenr - slopeqr);
% (y16_O - 1 - x16_O * slopenr) / (slopeqr - slopenr);
y17_O = (x17_O - x16_O) * slopeqr + y16_O;
slopers = tand( (typeOne_original(18) + typeOne_original(19)) / 2 );
slopeos = tand( (typeTwo_original(15) + typeTwo_original(19)) / 2 );

x18_O = (-slopers*x17_O + y17_O +slopeos*x14_O - y14_O)/(slopeos - slopers);
% (y17_O - 1 - x17_O * slopeos) / (slopers - slopeos);
y18_O = (x18_O - x17_O) * slopeos + y17_O;
%Top Wall
avgAnglest = (typeOne_original(19) + typeOne_original(20)) / 2;
slopest
= tand(avgAnglest);
y19_O = y18_O - sind(avgAnglest);
x19_O = (y19_O - y18_O)/slopest + x18_O;

% Part 2a. This code is identical to the one above, but using 123 instead
% of abc. Mach numbers have been changed to ideal values.
% ************* USER MUST UPDATE **************************
%Region 1: known flow in test section
%Region 2: unknown below f
%Region 3: assumed flow in tunnel (uniform)
k=1.4;
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%Known from test section wall readings and tunnel algorithm:
Mach_20=2.30000000000000;
Mach_15=2.30000000000000;
Mach_10=2.30000000000000;
Mach_6=2.30000000000000;
Mach_3=2.30000000000000;

Mach_16

=2.30000000000000; %value in the test section bottom wall (uniform)

% ************************************************************

theta_20=0;
theta_15=0;
theta_10=0;
theta_6=0;
theta_3=0;

%Find the flow parameters for i g and d.
[~, nu_20, mu_20]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_20,'mach');
[~, nu_15, mu_15]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_15,'mach');
[~, nu_10, mu_10]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_10,'mach');
[~, nu_6, mu_6]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_6,'mach');
[~, nu_3, mu_3]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_3,'mach');
[~, nu_16, mu_16]=flowprandtlmeyer(k,Mach_16,'mach');

theta_16 = nu_16 - nu_20 + theta_20;
theta_16=abs(theta_16);
n=6; %number of characteristic lines used to approximate regions and points.
% The change in theta over a type I characteristic line is:
delta_theta_I=theta_16/n;
delta_nu_I=delta_theta_I;
theta_17=theta_16+delta_theta_I;
nu_17=nu_16 + delta_nu_I;
theta_18=theta_17+delta_theta_I;
nu_18=nu_17 + delta_nu_I;

theta_19=theta_18+delta_theta_I;
nu_19=nu_18 + delta_nu_I;
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% Now we have all regions to the left of the third characteristic line, or
% all regions where the compression wave ends.
%Next we need the lower wall value in between the second and third
%characteristic line.
delta_theta_II=theta_19 - theta_15;
delta_nu_II=-delta_theta_II;

nu_14 = ((nu_15 - theta_15) + (nu_19 + theta_19))/2;
theta_14 = nu_14 - (theta_19 - nu_19);
nu_13 = ((nu_14 - theta_14) + (nu_17 + theta_17))/2;
theta_13 = nu_13 - (theta_17 - nu_17);
nu_12 = ((nu_13 - theta_13) + (nu_16 + theta_16))/2;
theta_12 = nu_12 - (theta_16 - nu_16);
theta_11 = theta_12 - delta_theta_I;
nu_11 = nu_12 - delta_nu_I;
%Now we have all values in between the second and third characteristic
%line.

%Now to find all values in between the first and second characteristic
%line.
nu_9 = ((nu_10 - theta_10) + (nu_13 + theta_13))/2;
theta_9 = nu_9 - (theta_13 - nu_13);
nu_8 = ((nu_9 - theta_9) + (nu_12 + theta_12))/2;
theta_8 = nu_8 - (theta_12 - nu_12);
nu_7 = nu_8 - delta_nu_I;
theta_7 =theta_8 - delta_theta_I;
% All values for char lines btw 3 and 4 found.
nu_5 = ((nu_6 - theta_6) + (nu_8 + theta_8))/2;
theta_5 = nu_5 - (theta_8 - nu_8);
theta_4 = theta_5 - delta_theta_I;
nu_4 = nu_5 - delta_nu_I;

% All values for char lines btw 4 and 5 found.
theta_2 = theta_3 - delta_theta_I;
nu_2 = nu_3 - delta_nu_I;
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% All values for char lines btw 5 and 6 found.
theta_1 = theta_2 - delta_theta_II;
nu_1 = nu_2 - delta_nu_II;

% Part 2b: Preparing and tabulating the flow parameter results
% Step 1: Create vectors that contain the flow angles and Prandtl-Meyer
% angles
flow_angles_ideal = [theta_1 theta_2 theta_3 theta_4 theta_5 theta_6 theta_7 theta_8 theta_9
theta_10 theta_11 theta_12 theta_13 theta_14 theta_15 theta_16 theta_17 theta_18 theta_19
theta_20];
pm_angles_ideal = [nu_1 nu_2 nu_3 nu_4 nu_5 nu_6 nu_7 nu_8 nu_9 nu_10 nu_11 nu_12 nu_13 nu_14
nu_15 nu_16 nu_17 nu_18 nu_19 nu_20];
% Step 2: Calculate the Mach numbers and Mach angles at each point.
% Preallocation for speed
mach_numbers_ideal = zeros(1,20);
mach_angles_ideal = zeros(1,20);
typeOne_ideal
= zeros(1,20);
typeTwo_ideal
= zeros(1,20);
for i = 1:20
[mach_numbers_ideal(i), ~, mach_angles_ideal(i)] = flowprandtlmeyer(k, pm_angles_ideal(i),
'nu');
typeOne_ideal(i) = flow_angles_ideal(i) - mach_angles_ideal(i);
typeTwo_ideal(i) = flow_angles_ideal(i) + mach_angles_ideal(i);
end

clear table;
table(1,:) = 'Region_I theta_I
nu_I
Mach
mu_I
type I_I
type II_I';
table(2,:) = '
(Deg)
(Deg)
(Deg)
(Deg)
(Deg) ';
for m=1:length(mach_numbers_ideal)
table(m+3,:) = sprintf('%3.0d
%8.2f
%5.2f
%8.3f
%8.2f
%8.2f %8.2f ', ...
m, flow_angles_ideal(m), pm_angles_ideal(m), mach_numbers_ideal(m), ...
mach_angles_ideal(m), typeOne_ideal(m), typeTwo_ideal(m));

end
display(table)

% Part 3: Calculate Ideal Geometry to Determine Needed Change in Wall Angle

avgAngle12 = (typeTwo_ideal(1) + typeTwo_ideal(2)) / 2;
slope12
= tand(avgAngle12);
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% Let y_1_O = O
x1_I = -1/slope12;
y1_I=0;
% Point at Top wall
avgAngle23 = (typeOne_ideal(2) + typeOne_ideal(3)) / 2;
slope23
= tand(avgAngle23);
y2_I = -sind(avgAngle23);
x2_I = (y2_I - y1_I)/slope23 + x1_I;

%Next in between section
%Bottom Wall
avgAngle24 = (typeTwo_ideal(2) + typeTwo_ideal(4)) / 2;
slope24
= tand(avgAngle24);
x3_I = x1_I - cosd(avgAngle24);
y3_I = (x3_I - x1_I)*slope24 + y1_I;
%For interior points
slope35 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(3) + typeOne_ideal(5)) / 2 );
slope45 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(4) + typeTwo_ideal(5)) / 2 );

x4_I = (-slope45*x3_I + y3_I +slope35*x2_I - y2_I)/(slope35 - slope45);
% (y3_I - 1 - x3_I * slope35) / (slope45 - slope35);
y4_I = (x4_I - x3_I) * slope45 + y3_I;
% Top Wall point
avgAngle56 = (typeOne_ideal(5) + typeOne_ideal(6)) / 2;
slope56
= tand(avgAngle56);
y5_I = y4_I - sind(avgAngle56);
x5_I = (y5_I - y4_I)/slope56 + x4_I;

%Next section
%Wall point
avgAngle47 = (typeTwo_ideal(7) + typeTwo_ideal(4)) / 2;
slope47
= tand(avgAngle47);

x6_I = x3_I - cosd(avgAngle47);
y6_I = (x6_I - x3_I)*slope47 + y3_I;
%For interior points
slope78 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(7) + typeOne_ideal(8)) / 2 );
slope58 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(5) + typeTwo_ideal(8)) / 2 );

x7_I = (-slope78*x6_I + y6_I +slope58*x4_I - y4_I)/(slope58 - slope78);
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% (y6_I - 1 - x6_I * slope58) / (slope78 - slope58);
y7_I = (x7_I - x6_I) * slope78 + y6_I;

slope89 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(9) + typeOne_ideal(8)) / 2 );
slope69 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(9) + typeTwo_ideal(6)) / 2 );

x8_I =(-slope89*x7_I + y7_I +slope69*x5_I - y5_I)/(slope69 - slope89);
% (y7_I - 1 - x7_I * slope69) / (slope89 - slope69);
y8_I = (x8_I - x7_I) * slope89 + y7_I;
%Top Wall
avgAngle910 = (typeOne_ideal(9) + typeOne_ideal(10)) / 2;
slope910
= tand(avgAngle910);
y9_I = y8_I - sind(avgAngle910);
x9_I = (y9_I - y8_I)/slope910 + x8_I;

%Next Section
%Wall point
avgAngle711 = (typeTwo_ideal(7) + typeTwo_ideal(11)) / 2;
slope711
= tand(avgAngle711);
x10_I = x6_I -cosd(avgAngle711);
y10_I = (x10_I - x6_I)*slope711 + y6_I;
%For interior points
slope1112 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(11) + typeOne_ideal(12)) / 2 );
slope812 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(12) + typeTwo_ideal(8)) / 2 );

x11_I = (-slope1112*x10_I + y10_I +slope812*x7_I - y7_I)/(slope812 - slope1112);
% (y10_I - 1 - x10_I * slope812) / (slope1112 - slope812);
y11_I = (x11_I - x10_I) * slope1112 + y10_I;

slope913 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(9) + typeOne_ideal(13)) / 2 );
slope1213 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(12) + typeTwo_ideal(13)) / 2 );

x12_I = (-slope1213*x11_I + y11_I +slope913*x8_I - y8_I)/(slope913 - slope1213);
% (y11_I - 1 - x11_I * slope1213) / (slope913 - slope1213);
y12_I = (x12_I - x11_I) * slope1213 + y11_I;
slope1014 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(10) + typeOne_ideal(14)) / 2 );
slope1314 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(14) + typeTwo_ideal(13)) / 2 );

x13_I = (-slope1314*x12_I + y12_I +slope1014*x9_I - y9_I)/(slope1014 - slope1314);
% (y12_I - 1 - x12_I * slope1014) / (slope1314 - slope1014);
y13_I = (x13_I - x12_I) * slope1314 + y12_I;
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%Top Wall
avgAngle1415 = (typeOne_ideal(14) + typeOne_ideal(15)) / 2;
slope1415
= tand(avgAngle1415);
y14_I = y13_I - sind(avgAngle1415);
x14_I = (y14_I - y13_I)/slope1415 + x13_I;

%Next Section
%Wall point
avgAngle1216 = (typeTwo_ideal(12) + typeTwo_ideal(16)) / 2;
slope1216
= tand(avgAngle1216);
x15_I = x10_I -cosd(avgAngle1216);
y15_I = (x15_I - x10_I)*slope1216 + y10_I;

%For interior points
slope1617 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(17) + typeOne_ideal(16)) / 2 );
slope1317 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(13) + typeTwo_ideal(17)) / 2 );

x16_I = (-slope1617*x15_I + y15_I +slope1317*x12_I - y12_I)/(slope1317 - slope1617);
% (y15_I - 1 - x15_I * slope1317) / (slope1617 - slope1317);
y16_I = (x16_I - x15_I) * slope1617 + y15_I;

slope1718 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(17) + typeOne_ideal(18)) / 2 );
slope1418 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(18) + typeTwo_ideal(14)) / 2 );

x17_I = (-slope1718*x16_I + y16_I +slope1418*x13_I - y13_I)/(slope1418 - slope1718);
% y16_I - 1 - x16_I * slope1418) / (slope1718 - slope1418);
y17_I = (x17_I - x16_I) * slope1718 + y16_I;
slope1819 = tand( (typeOne_ideal(18) + typeOne_ideal(19)) / 2 );
slope1519 = tand( (typeTwo_ideal(15) + typeTwo_ideal(19)) / 2 );

x18_I = (-slope1819*x17_I + y17_I +slope1519*x14_I - y14_I)/(slope1519 - slope1819);
% (y17_I - 1 - x17_I * slope1519) / (slope1819 - slope1519);
y18_I = (x18_I - x17_I) * slope1819 + y17_I;
%Top Wall
avgAngle1920 = (typeOne_ideal(19) + typeOne_ideal(20)) / 2;
slope1920
= tand(avgAngle1920);
y19_I = y18_I - sind(avgAngle1920);
x19_I = (y19_I - y18_I)/slope1920 + x18_I;
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% Now find the needed Wall angle changes. Note: Only points/regions 1 2 3
% and a b c are on the lower wall.

d_slope_1= slope12 - slopeab;
d_slope_2=slope24 - slopebd;
d_slope_3=slope47-slopedg;
d_slope_4=slope711-slopegk;
d_slope_5=slope1216-slopelp;

x = [x1_O;x3_O;x6_O;x10_O;x15_O]
y = [y1_O;y3_O;y6_O;y10_O;y15_O]
x_ideal = [x1_I;x3_I;x6_I;x10_I;x15_I]
y_ideal = [y1_I;y3_I;y6_I;y10_I;y15_I]

Region_O theta_O
(Deg)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.00
0.00
0.00
68.54
68.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
34.26
34.26
34.26
68.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

nu_O
(Deg)

Mach_O

34.30
34.30
34.30
34.28
34.28
34.30
34.26
34.26
34.28
34.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
34.28
34.30
34.26
34.26
34.26
34.26
34.26

2.301
2.301
2.301
2.300
2.300
2.301
2.299
2.299
2.300
2.301
1.000
1.000
1.000
2.300
2.301
2.299
2.299
2.299
2.299
2.299

mu_O
(Deg)

type I_O
(Deg)

25.76
25.76
25.76
25.77
25.77
25.76
25.78
25.78
25.77
25.76
90.00
90.00
90.00
25.77
25.76
25.78
25.78
25.78
25.78
25.78

-25.76
-25.76
-25.76
42.77
42.77
-25.76
-25.78
-25.78
-25.75
-25.76
-55.74
-55.74
-55.74
42.77
-25.76
-25.78
-25.78
-25.78
-25.78
-25.78

type II_O
(Deg)
25.76
25.76
25.76
94.32
94.32
25.76
25.78
25.78
25.79
25.76
124.26
124.26
124.26
94.32
25.76
25.78
25.78
25.78
25.78
25.78

table =
23×70 char array
'Region_I theta_I
'
(Deg)
'

nu_I
(Deg)

Mach

mu_I
(Deg)

type I_I
(Deg)

type II_I'
(Deg) '
'
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'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

x =
-2.0720
-2.5714
-3.0706
-3.3291
-3.5875

y =
0
-0.8664
-1.7328
-2.6988
-3.6649

x_ideal =
-2.0712
-2.5704
-3.0696
-3.3280
-3.5863

y_ideal =
0
-0.8665
-1.7330

0.00
0.00
0.00
68.57
68.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
34.28
34.28
34.28
68.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28
34.28

2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
1.000
1.000
1.000
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300
2.300

25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
90.00
90.00
90.00
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77

-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
42.79
42.79
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
-55.72
-55.72
-55.72
42.79
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77
-25.77

25.77
25.77
25.77
94.34
94.34
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
124.28
124.28
124.28
94.34
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77
25.77

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
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-2.6990
-3.6651
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